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THIS TECHNICAL RIDER IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE 
CONTRACT. ADJUSTMENTS CAN BE MADE IF REQUIRED DUE TO 

SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE VENUE BUT ONLY IN 
NEGOTIATION WITH THE COMPANY.

General:

Timing      +- 50 minutes, without the open ending.
       The open ending can take 15-60 minutes. After  
       the applause Alexander keeps on going until all  
       audience members have left. 
intermission                no 
performers      1 
Technicians from the company   1 
Technicians of the house                  1x light, 1x all-round (or 2x light, 1x sound)
Technicians of the house during performance 1

Audience capacity     max 300
Recommended age     15+

We prefer evening performances.
frontal audience, no sides.
no audience coming in after the show has started.

Due to the nature of the piece and set it is not possible to share the stage on the same night 
with any other show.

The work schedule will be discussed for each venue, depending on local working-conditions 
and the available time. in order to judge the situation, it is important that we obtain plans 
(.PDF is fine) and a technical rider from the hosting venue.

Stage/Set:

-The set looks very minimal and clean. A white floor with a metal plate under it and few 
props. There are also 8 small lighting fixtures on the floor.
-The use and placement of borders and black curtains will be discussed for each venue. 

please provide pictures of the empty stage along with the technical rider
when we fly in changes will be made concerning the set and sound, see page 8-9!

The company provides:

-White dance vinyl. 6m wide and 7,5m long. (upstage-downstage)
-1 piece of black dance vinyl with holes. 1,5m wide and 7,5m long.
-A metal plate that will be taped down on the stage floor.

Theatre provides:

-A completely empty and clean stage (no inclination!)
-A dark floor in good condition. If it is light colored please provide black dance vinyl to be 
placed during the setup, not before.
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-Black vinyl tape and black gaffer tape.
-stage depth:   8,5m 
-stage width:   8m
-Grid/flybar height:  7m (minimum 5m)
-parking for 2 small vans.

Light:

The company provides:

-Chamsys desk or other console.
-8 small 1kW flood lights with schuko connector. (channel 20-28 on the light plot)
 -for any other, local plug, the theatre must provide the necessary amount of converters  
 from the local standard to sChUKo. 
 -These lights will emit smoke at one point in the performance. This is compeletly safe  
 but care should be taken considering fire alarms. 
                        
Theatre provides:

 See the light plot!

-All standard fixtures and gels indicated on the light plot. (barndoors!)
-some aluminum tape to make the focus easier.
-Dimmable houselights covering audience area.
-The necessary safety cables to secure a clean and safe hook up .
-All the necessary dimmers. 
-A clean DmX-512 connection.
-A table for the lighting desk and the sound desk.

 fixtures:
7 x pC 1kW
4 x pC 2kW
6 x 1kW WIDE profile spot
3 x 2kW WIDE profile spot
2 x symmetric or asymmetric flood light
(whatever is needed for houselights)
 
 Gels:
5 x L063 for 1kW
1 x L063 for 2kW
4 x L201 for 1kW
4 x L117 for 2kW
8 x R119 for 1kW
7 x R119 for 2kW
4 x R114 for 1kW
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Sound: 

-The performance requires absolute silence in the house. We can’t have people entering dur-
ing the show for the same reason.

The company provides: 

-Laptop with sound files.
-electric piano.
-1 small powered speaker.

Theatre provides:

-A small mixing desk.
-1 XLR cable from the mixing desk output to the back of the stage.

costumes/dressing rooms:

-We will need an iron and ironing board.
- in case of multiple performances, dry cleaning is needed.
-A properly heated, clean and secure dressing room with a mirror.
-Towels.
-An assortment of fruit, nuts, etc and water every day.

Food:

- Lunch and dinner for 3 people (see below) OR per diems according to the official rate.

- 3 meals, minimum 3 hours before the performance (if we perform at 20h30, food served at 
17h is perfect)
- During set-up please provide a light lunch at 12-13 h. soup, bread and ... is ideal.
- Dinner diet: 
 -A warm and fresh meal accompanied with fish or meat.
  - no Tomato’s, eggplants, paprika, corn, potatoes
  - no Dairy (milk/cheese/yoghurt/cream)
  - no pork

for further information or questions:

Artistic Coordination:
Alexander Vantournhout

+32 (0)494 87 68 54 info@alexandervantournhout.be 

Technical Contact:
Rinus samyn

+32 (0)497 62 29 43 tech@alexandervantournhout.be

Contracts/marketing:
frans Brood productions – flore Roggeman & Tine scharlaken

+32 (0)9 234 12 12 info@fransbrood.com 
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ANECKXANDER 
light plot V2.0
design: Tim Oelbrandt
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SCHUKO connector!
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Music list AneckxAndeR 

Author: Arvo Part

Variations for the healing of Arinushka: Variation 1. Moderato
duration: 45 sec 
Times played: 3  

Variations for the healing of Arinushka: Variation 2.
duration: 50 sec
Times played: 4

Variations for the healing of Arinushka: Variation 3.
duration 55 sec
Times played: 2

All music pieces will be played by Alexander Vantournhout live on stage on keyboard. 
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Only when the company travels by plane or train:

If the performance takes place more than 800 km from Brussels or for other organizational reasons the com-
pany will travel by plane/train and not by van.

When flying, the company will travel with 2 checked in luggages of 23kg each and 2 hand luggages.

To avoid high shipping costs, we ask the venue to provide the following:

1.  dAnceFLOOR 

- we need a WHITE dance floor layed out upstage-downstage.
 Lightweight dance floor. For example 1600 gr/m2 
 
 4 pieces measuring:
-  Width: 1,5 m or 1,6 m BUT NO 2m.
-  Length: minimum 7,5 m. if it’s longer the excess should be on the audience side and it can be 
 covered with black carpet or vinyl.
- Black dance floor covering the whole stage under the white floor and 2 extra pieces of black vinyl. to  
 cover the magic plate.

 ! IMPORTANT ! Please beware:
-  After the performance, the white floor will have black marks from the performer’s shoes.   
  This can easily be cleaned by scrubbing. 
-  The floor can get damaged due to the high impact of the boots during the acrobatics and saltos; small  
 scratches. This should not be a problem if it is a used or old dance floor.

2.  keYBOARd 

 YAMAHA P95. If this is not available these are the specifications needed: 
-  Preferably black or white 
-  Record and playback function. 
-  Build-in speakers 
-  88 keys 

3.  SOUND

- A small monitor on stage, behind the back drop.

4.  MAGIc PLATe 

- The magic plate will be sent by BPOST (Belgian post service) if the performance take place within  
 europe. costs of shipping are around €200.
- If for organizational reasons the plate has to be made on location by the theatre or festival; carefully
 follow the construction plans on the next pages. Please provide an electric drill with option 2.
- In both options; black matte acrylic paint should be provided to cover the 2 bolts on the plate.
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1000,0mm

1470,0mm

680,0mm

1020,0mm

265,0mm

Hole M8 screwHole M8 screw

Iron plate 4mm thick

ANECKXANDER

Alexander Vantournhout

19,0mm

DIA 6,8mm for screw M8

screw/bolt M8
Welding on backsite plate

MAGIC PLATE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS: OPTION 1

19,0mm

bolt M8

to be welded

thread in the plate hole
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MAGIC PLATE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS: OPTION 2

1000,0mm

4,0mm

1470,0mm


